Abstract: SSL is one of the most common protocols used for secure communication over the internet. In 1995, Netscape Communications Corporation, the then-dominant browser vendor, responded by introducing a security package called SSL (Secure Sockets Layer). Secure socket layer (SSL) is the most popular protocol used in the Internet for facilitating secure communications through authentication, encryption, and decryption. Although the use of SSL provides adequate security, the performance degradation has been drastic compared to non-secured data retrieval. This paper is based on overall layers of the secure socket layer architecture. The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) provides security for web based applications. It uses TCP to provide end-to-end secure services. SSL is not a single protocol but rather two layers of protocols. It can be seen that one layer makes use of TCP directly. This layer is known as the SSL Record Protocol and it provides basic security services to various higher layer protocols. An independent protocol that makes use of the record protocol is the Hypertext Markup Language (HTTP) protocol. Another three higher level protocols that also make use of this layer are part of the SSL stack. They are used in the management of SSL exchanges.
INTRODUCTION

SSL is designed to make use of TCP to provide a reliable end-to-end secure service. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is designed to provide end-point authentication and communication encryption over the internet. The most recent version of SSL is Transport Layer Security. [15] Secure socket layer (SSL) is the most popular protocol used in the Internet for facilitating secure communications through authentication, encryption, and decryption. SSL is not a single protocol but rather two layers of protocols. The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol was developed by Netscape Communications to provide application-independent secure communication over the Internet for protocols such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The SSL protocol is intended to provide a practical, application-layer, widely applicable connection oriented mechanism for Internet client/server communications security. [5]

The SSL Record Protocol provides basic security services to various higher layer protocols. In particular, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which provides the transfer service for Web client/server interaction, can operate on top of SSL. Three higher layer protocols are defined as part of SSL: the Handshake Protocol, may be multiple secure connections. In theory, there may also be multiple simultaneous sessions between parties, but this feature is not used in practice. There are a number of states associated with each session. Once a session is established, there is a current operating state for both read and write (i.e., receive and send). In addition, during the Handshake Protocol, pending read and write states are created. Upon successful conclusion of the Handshake Protocol, the pending states become the current states. A session state is defined by the following parameters [14].

- Session identifier: An arbitrary byte sequence chosen by the server to identify an active or resemble session state.
- Peer certificate: An X509.v3 certificate of the peer. This element of the state may be null.
- Compression method: The algorithm used to compress data prior to encryption.
• Cipher spec: Specifies the bulk data encryption algorithm (such as null, AES, etc.) and a hash algorithm (such as MD5 or SHA-1) used for MAC calculation. It also defines cryptographic attributes such as the hash_size.

• Master secret: 48-byte secret shared between the client and server.

• Is resumable: A flag indicating whether the session can be used to initiate new connections. A connection state is defined by the following parameters.

• Server and client random: Byte sequences that are chosen by the server and client for each connection.

• Server write MAC secret: The secret key used in MAC operations on data sent by the server.

• Client write MAC secret: The secret key used in MAC operations on data sent by the client.

• Server write key: The secret encryption key for data encrypted by the server and decrypted by the client.

• Client write key: The symmetric encryption key for data encrypted by the client and decrypted by the server.

• Initialization vectors: When a block cipher in CBC mode is used, an initialization vector is maintained for each key. This field is first initialized by the SSL Handshake Protocol. Thereafter, the final cipher text block from each record is preserved for use as the IV with the following record[1].

• Sequence numbers: Each party maintains separate sequence numbers for transmitted and received messages for each connection. When a party sends or receives a change cipher spec message, the appropriate sequence number is set to zero. Sequence numbers may not exceed $2^{64} - 1$.

II. SSL RECORD PROTOCOL

The SSL Record Protocol provides two services for SSL connections:
• Confidentiality: The Handshake Protocol defines a shared secret key that is used for conventional encryption of SSL payloads.

• Message Integrity: The Handshake Protocol also defines a shared secret key that is used to form a message authentication code (MAC). The Record Protocol takes an application message to be transmitted, fragments the data into manageable blocks, optionally compresses the data, applies a MAC, encrypts, adds a header, and transmits the resulting unit in a TCP segment. Received data are decrypted, verified, decompressed, and reassembled before being delivered to higher-level users[1].

Fig: SSL Record Protocol

The first step is fragmentation. Each upper-layer message is fragmented into blocks of 214 bytes (16384 bytes) or less. Next, compression is optionally applied. Compression must be lossless and may not increase the content length by more than 1024 bytes. In SSLv3 (as well as the current version of TLS), no compression algorithm is specified, so the default compression algorithm is null. The next step in processing is to compute a message authentication code over
the compressed data. For this purpose, a shared secret key is used[7]. The SSL Record Layer receives uninterpreted data from higher layers in non empty blocks of arbitrary size. Then the information blocks are fragmented into plain-text records of 214 bytes or less. All records are compressed using the compression algorithm defined in the current session state and protected using the encryption and MAC (Message Authentication Code) algorithms defined in the current Cipher Spec. Finally encryption and MAC functions translate compressed units to encrypted data, ready to be send into TCP packet [14].

III. CHANGE CIPHER SPEC PROTOCOL

The Change Cipher Spec Protocol is one of the three SSL-specific protocols that use the SSL Record Protocol, and it is the simplest.

Struct {
    Enum { change_cipher_spec(1), (255) } type;
}

This protocol consists of a single message of a single byte with the value 1. The sole purpose of this message is to cause the pending state to be copied into the current state, which updates the cipher suite to be used on this connection. The Change Cipher Spec message is sent by both the client and the server to notify the receiving party that subsequent records will be protected under the newly negotiated Cipher Spec and keys. Reception of this message causes the receiver to instruct the record layer to immediately copy the read pending state into the read current state. Immediately after sending this message, the sender must instruct the record layer to make the write pending state the write active state. The Change Cipher Spec message is sent during the handshake after the security parameters have been agreed upon, but before the verifying Finished message is sent.

IV. ALERT PROTOCOL
SSL includes a small provision for sending event driven alert messages. Many of these indicate fatal error conditions and instruct the recipient to immediately tear down the session. For instance, the close-notify alert message indicates that the sender is finished sending application data on the connection; since alert messages are normally authenticated, this prevents a truncation attack[10]. The Alert Protocol is used to convey SSL-related alerts to the peer entity. As with other applications that use SSL, alert messages are compressed and encrypted, as specified by the current state. Each message in this protocol consists of two bytes. The first byte takes the value warning (1) or fatal (2) to convey the severity of the message. If the level is fatal, SSL immediately terminates the connection. Other connections on the same session may continue, but no new connections on this session may be established. The second byte contains a code that indicates the specific alert. First, we list those alerts that are always fatal[8].

- unexpected_message: An inappropriate message was received.
- bad_record_mac: An incorrect MAC was received.
- decompression_failure: The decompression function received improper input (e.g., unable to decompress or decompress to greater than maximum allowable length).
- Handshake failure: Sender was unable to negotiate an acceptable set of security parameters given the options available.
- illegal_parameter: A field in a handshake message was out of range or inconsistent with other fields. The remaining alerts are the following.
- close_notify: Notifies the recipient that the sender will not send any more messages on this connection. Each party is required to send a close_notify alert before closing the write side of a connection.
- no_certificate: May be sent in response to a certificate request if no appropriate certificate is available.
bad_certificate: A received certificate was corrupt (e.g., contained a signature that did not verify).

unsupported_certificate: The type of the received certificate is not supported.

certificate_revoked: A certificate has been revoked by its signer.

certificate_expired: A certificate has expired.

certificate_unknown: Some other unspecified issue arose in processing the certificate, rendering it unacceptable[1].

V. HANDSHAKE PROTOCOL

The most complex part of SSL is the Handshake Protocol. This protocol allows the server and client to authenticate each other and to negotiate an encryption and MAC algorithm and cryptographic keys to be used to protect data sent in an SSL record. The Handshake Protocol is used before any application data is transmitted. The Handshake Protocol consists of a series of messages exchanged by client and server. The handshake allows the server to authenticate itself to the client using public-key techniques like RSA, then allows the client and the server to cooperate in the creation of symmetric keys used for rapid encryption, decryption, and tamper detection during the session that follows. Optionally, the handshake also allows the client to authenticate itself to the server. This process is detailed in Figure Two different handshake types can be distinguished: The initial handshake and the resumed handshake. The initial handshake is negotiated when a client establishes a new SSL connection with the server, and requires the negotiation of the full SSL handshake. The resumed handshake is negotiated when a client establishes a new HTTP connection with the server but using an existing SSL connection. As the SSL session ID is reused, the part of the SSL handshake negotiation can be avoided[7][10].

Type (1 byte): Indicates one of 10 messages.

Length (3 bytes): The length of the message in bytes.
The parameters associated with this message.

Fig. 1. SSL Handshake protocol

The SSL protocol sits between the application and transport layers. An application, such as HTTP, would call the SSL API instead of the TCP interface. The SSL session is established with a handshake between the server and the client. The client initiates the session by sending a Client Hello message with the cipher suites supported by the client. The server responds with a Server Hello identifying the strongest cipher suite supported by both parties, and the server’s certificate. The client application authenticates the certificate and generates a random number called the pre-master key. The client encrypts the pre-master key with the server’s public key and sends it to the server. The server decrypts the pre-master key with its private key. Both parties use the pre-master to generate the session key. At this point, the client and server exchange the Change Cipher Suite message to indicate that all future communication will be encrypted with the session key. Finally, both parties send a finished message with a message authentication code (MAC) of previous messages[1][10].
VI. CONCLUSION

The SSL protocol is intended to provide a practical, application-layer, widely applicable connection oriented mechanism for Internet client/server communications security. This paper analyzed the architectural impact of SSL. Secure Socket layer has four protocols such as SSL Record Protocol, Change Cipher Spec Protocol, Alert Protocol, Handshake Protocol. The SSL Record Protocol provides two services for SSL connections: Confidentiality, Message Integrity. The Change Cipher Spec message is sent by both the client and the server to notify the receiving party that subsequent records will be protected under the newly negotiated Cipher Spec and keys. Alert messages are normally authenticated and prevents a truncation attack. Handshake Protocol consists of a series of messages exchanged by client and server.
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